SNICK - Round 2
1. Description acceptable. A man giving away this object tells its recipient "I know you've
been melancholy." The non-fictional J. Peterman company had great success selling
replicas of this object, though its real version was made by Asprey & Gerrard. This
fictional object is likely based on a real one owned by Kate Florence Phillips. (*) A man
framed for stealing this object later places in an overcoat that another character wears for
warmth. Louis XVI owned this object, which appears in a drawing of an otherwise nude woman.
After being interrogated about it by some guy played by Bill Paxton, the elderly Rose Dewitt
Bukater throws away, for 10 points, what priceless gem from a 1997 James Cameron film?
ANSWER: The Heart of the Ocean (accept La Couer de la Mer; answers like the diamond
from Titanic or necklace from Titanic; do not accept on answers mentioning "sapphire")
<Nelson, Movies>
2. The first of these things includes a short work titled "Uh, Ungawaa!." A latter one of
these works inexplicably opens with a sample of Austin Powers saying "Yeah Baby."
Tommy Boy Records compiled these works, which inspired a namesake song produced by
DJ Riddler. The works of 2 Unlimited routinely (*) started these things, beginning with their
song "Get Ready for This." The compilation "Party to Go" was a predecessor to these works. The
second of these works, which remarkably went platinum, opens with dialogue by Dan Patrick
and Chris Berman. A group of namesake cheerleaders provided interludes on, for 10 points, what
ESPN-sponsored collections of vaguely sports-themed music?
ANSWER: Jock Jams
<Nelson, Music>
3. In 2005, programmer Chris Pirih re-discovered the source code to this game and
re-released it. Minor characters in this game include slow-moving men with neon blue faces
and gray Scottish terriers. A yellow banner at the beginning of this game recommends
alternative non-mouse inputs "for better control," but does not tell players that (*) pressing
F supplies a speed boost. Leaping over dead trees in this game makes them burst into flames,
while going off rainbow-colored jumps provided "Style" points. After traveling 2,000 meters in
this game, the player is pursued by a certain grey monster. For 10 points, name this early
Microsoft time-waster that ends with players being devoured by a lightning-fast yeti.
ANSWER: SkiFree
<Vopava, Video Games>
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4. In an early role, this actor played Kevin Brady on the short-lived 1990 spinoff The
Bradys. Chevy Chase played the would-be step-father of this character in the 1995 comedy
Man of the House. A TV character played by this actor was written out in an episode in
which he (*) leaves for a study program in Costa Rica. The late Brad Renfro and this actor
played the title characters of the Mark Twain adaptation Tom & Huck. The teenaged Simba in
The Lion King was voiced by this actor, who appeared on a TV series as the middle child of a
TV host and hardcore power tool enthusiast. For 10 points, name this former heartthrob who
played Randy Taylor on Home Improvement.
ANSWER: Jonathan Taylor Thomas (prompt on "JTT")
<Nelson, TV>
5. Early versions of this song include a Danish language version titled "Brændt" and a
cover by Norwegian singer Trine Rein. One band who performed this song included a
version of it on their album Wacko Magneto. Jeremy Sheffield appears in the video for
another version of this song, in which an apartment is revealed to be a (*) film set. A verse
of this song claims "I should've seen just what was there" after confessing "I guess the fortune
teller's right." This song by the band Ednaswap became a smash hit after appearing on the album
Left of the Middle by a former Australian soap star. Laments of "lying naked on the floor" and
being "all out of faith" begin the chorus of, for 10 points, what hit by Natalie Imbruglia?
ANSWER: Torn
<Nelson, Music>
6. This work allegedly borrowed heavily from Deborah Tannen's You Just Don't
Understand. Cybill Shepherd hosted an extremely short-lived TV series based on this work.
What You Feel You Can Heal is the follow-up to this work, which alleges the existence of a
points system measured in various positive acts. The unaccredited Columbia Pacific
University awarded the (*) PhD boasted by this book's author, John Gray. One of the groups
described in this book will "retreat to their cave" in response to stress, while another title group
allegedly will not. "Getting what you want in your relationships" is dubiously promised by, for
10 points, what book that metaphorically explains the celestial origins of two sexes?
ANSWER: Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus
<Nelson, Trash Lit>
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7. A woman in this film stands in the street and yells about "the green underwear that you
wrote your name on" and "the starfish in Montego Bay." While tailing a would-be rapist to
Brooklyn, this film's protagonist is accosted by a man played by Vincent Schiavelli who
throws him from a subway car. A character in this film wears a garish (*) pink-and-black
suit while posing as a non-existent bank account holder named Rita Miller. After this film's
villain, Carl Bruner, asks "Who's there?", a nearby computer screen fills up with the name
"Sam." "Unchained Melody" accompanies a famously sexy pottery wheel scene in, for 10 points,
what 1990 romance film starring Whoopi Goldberg as a psychic and medium?
ANSWER: Ghost
<Vopava, Movies>
8. An early internet FAQ about this product's ads gives them questionable titles like "3
Second Carjacking" and "Psycho Mutant Killer Mom." In one ad for this product, a man
reading a newspaper at a cafe watches in awe as a nearby shopper alters her high heels. At
the end of another ad for this product, a handyman salutes a guy who has laid down on a
freshly-painted (*) bench to give his black suit pinstripes. The music video for the Foo Fighters
song "Big Me" parodies the ads for this product. This product's jingle insists "It doesn't matter
what comes" and "nothing gets to you!". A freeze-frame ending and the claim "Fresh goes
better!" appear in ads for, for 10 points, what Dutch breathmints?
ANSWER: Mentos, the Freshmaker
<Vopava, TV>
9. In his first television role, this man played the flirtatious owner of a hotel that secretly
hosted the title organization on the series Acapulco H.E.A.T. This man is the object of Jill
Sobule's affection in the video for "I Kissed a Girl." This man appeared as Lisle von
Rhoman's bodyguard in Death Becomes Her. In 1999 this man was riding Apollo's Chariot
at Busch Gardens when a (*) goose collided with his face. The video game Ironsword: Wizards
and Warriors II used this man's likeness on the cover, as did Johanna Lindsey's book Hearts
Aflame. A husband who "Can't Believe It's Not Butter" was played by, for 10 points, what hunky
Italian who modeled for covers of paperback romance novels?
ANSWER: Fabio Lanzoni (accept either underlined portion)
<Vopava, Trends/Miscellany>
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10. Two answers required. A collaboration between members of these two groups first
occurred during the 2017 song "We've Got the Power." A song by one of these groups was
covered for the album Love is Hell to anger its performer's ex-girlfriend, who liked the
other of them. A member of one of these groups apologized to the other's bassist Alex
James after claiming he hoped James's band would (*) "catch AIDS and die." The releases of
the singles "Country House" and "Roll With It" led to a media frenzy over these groups, with
NME calling the releases a "British Heavyweight Championship" between them. For 10 points,
name these rival Brit-rock bands led by Damon Albarn and the Gallagher brothers.
ANSWER: Blur and Oasis (accept answers in either order, but do not accept or prompt on
partial answers)
<Nelson, Music>
11. This actress played the female lead Lena Deth in the low-budget sci-fi series Trancers.
Both Megan Mullally and this actress appeared in the short-lived sitcom My Life and
Times. One character played by this woman teamed with her husband, nicknamed "The
Extreme," in deploying the DOROTHY IV. A TV character played by this woman marries
a New York (*) documentarian and owns Murray, a scene-stealing dog. In a 1997 film, this
co-star of Twister played Carol Connelly, a waitress who takes a liking to a largely unbearable
obsessive-compulsive writer played by Jack Nicholson. For 10 points, name this actress who
won an Oscar for As Good as It Gets and four Emmys for Mad About You.
ANSWER: Helen (Elizabeth) Hunt
<Nelson, TV>
12. Upon being asked "Do you like Billie Holliday?", this character replies, "I love him" to
a date who is later referred to as a "cake boy." This character uses the phrase "up close,
it's a big old mess" to explain why a person who is only attractive from far away is called a
(*) "Monet." This character is kissed by Elton during a party game called "Suck and Blow." In a
debate on Haitian refugees, this character insists, "it does not say RSVP on the Statue of
Liberty." At the wedding of Ms. Geist and Mr. Hall, this character wins $200 by catching the
bouquet and then kisses Josh, her step-brother played by Paul Rudd. "As if!" is the catchphrase
of, for 10 points, what protagonist of Clueless?
ANSWER: Cher Horowitz (or Cheryl Horowitz)
<Vopava, Movies>
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13. Though it has nothing to do with chicken, this song was released in "Original Recipe"
and "Super Crispy" versions, as well as in a "True Confessions" edit. One performer of
this song claims "I don't think they're gonna play this on the radio," prompting another to
ask "Why not?". This song from the album Blacks' Magic describes a woman who feels
regret after receiving a note reading (*) "last night was dope." A 1992 remake of this song
noted that mosquito bites and hugs could not cause AIDS. The chorus of this song describes "all
the good things and the bad things that may be" with regards to the title activity. For 10 points,
name this song by Salt-n-Pepa that encourages discussing romantic relations.
ANSWER: Let's Talk About Sex
<Nelson, Music>
14. A 2600-year-old character in this game takes up acting after growing tired of death and
destruction. Defeated opponents in this game may be forced to dance via "Humiliation."
"Ya Ha Haa" and "It's a Jungle" are among the songs in this game's "Cuts," a soundtrack
CD that came bundled with its console version, which had an unusual (*) black cartridge. An
absurdly proportioned character in this game can lethally flash opponents. Eyedol is the final
boss of this game, in which the evil Ultratech corporation developed the robotic fighter Fulgore
and offers a cure to the lycanthropic Sabrewulf. Jago and Cinder are among the other characters
of, for 10 points, what Rare-developed fighting game featuring combo breakers?
ANSWER: Killer Instinct
<Nelson, Video Games>
15. In one scene, this character likens a strong performance to "throwing rocks." The fate
of this man is compared to that of "bright flowering young men" at Hill 364. This man
explored La Jolla and Leo Carrillo during his time as a surfer. After missing part of a
story, this character is likened to "a child who wanders into the middle of a movie." A
coffee can is used to hold the (*) remains of this man, which are blown into a man's face. After
claiming that In-N-Out Burgers are good, as well as after confusing Vladimir Lenin with John
Lennon, this man is profanely admonished by Walter Sobchak. For 10 points, name this bowler
played by Steve Buscemi who is frequently told to "shut the fuck up" in The Big Lebowski.
ANSWER: Donny (or Theodore Donald Kerabatsos)
<Nelson, Movies>
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16. A dim-witted character on this show claims to front the rock band Nasty Head Wound
and hosts a talk show called Ask Me If I Care. Viewers of this series were sometimes asked
to turn their TVs to their loudest possible volume for a short moment so that a boy could
shout at the top of his lungs. A danger-prone, toothless, infant on this show was aptly
named (*) Big Fat Baby. J. Robert Oppenheimer and Alexander Graham Bell appear in the first
episode of this series, alongside Charity Bazaar, Lucky Bob, Froggo, and Loud Kiddington. This
show’s theme song insists, "the laughter's gonna bury ya, we swear-ee-ah!" Father Time also
appeared on, for 10 points, what Kids WB cartoon that taught kids about the past?
ANSWER: Histeria!
<Vopava, TV>
17. These things motivated Jeffrey Allen White to shoot and kill his fellow lumberyard
watchman Harry Simmons. Lina Trivedi is credited with writing 136 short poems
associated with these objects. One of these things was renamed "Peace" after the family of
its prior namesake allegedly filed a lawsuit; similar concerns prompted the discontinuation
of the name (*) Tabasco. Harold and Frances Mountain appeared in a viral photo that shows
them evenly dividing these objects between themselves in divorce court. Chocolate, Legs, and
Squealer were among the first nine of these things, whose value generally increased if they
retained their tags. The toy company Ty created, for 10 points, what pellet-filled plush animals?
ANSWER: Beanie Babies (or Beanie Baby)
<Vopava, Trends/Miscellany>
18. In an episode of The Sarah Silverman Program, this is be the only song on Brian
Posehn's iPod. This is likely the biggest hit sung by Chris Barron, who in 1999 became
afflicted with vocal paralysis. This song remarks how a man may disown his daughter, but
will "eat his hat" after its singer marries her. This song is the higher-charting of two
singles from the 1991 album (*) Pocket Full of Kryptonite, which also included "Little Miss
Can't Be Wrong." One of the rival title figures of this song "has diamond in his pockets," while
the other "wants to buy you rockets." After describing those men, this song’s vocalist begins
scatting. An encouragement to "just go ahead now" is repeated in, for 10 points, what Spin
Doctors song?
ANSWER: Two Princes
<Vopava, Music>
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19. In one film, this actor is delivered several bags of hamburgers by two men running to
the Chariots of Fire theme. In his film debut, this man played the excellently-named Neon
Boudeaux and appeared alongside Nick Nolte. In another role, this man partners with the
paraplegic Susan Sparks to become a superhero that rivals a weapons maker played by (*)
Judd Nelson. In that film, this man played the comic book character John Henry Irons. An
ancient, magical being played by this actor chooses to live in a boombox after his prior home, a
lamp, lands on it. While filming Blue Chips, this actor met future teammate Anfernee Hardaway.
For 10 points, name this 7-foot star of Steel and Kazaam.
ANSWER: Shaquille (Rashaun) O'Neal (accept Shaq)
<Nelson, Movies>
20. On this TV series, Fred Willard played a vice principal who also runs a conservatory
for aspiring musicians. One of this show's protagonists has an alarming romantic dream
about "Stinky Steve," the manager of the Rocket Burger restaurant where she works. The
central figures of this show each had hamsters named (*) M.C. Hamster, both of which died.
Roger Evans, a remarkably nerdy and horny neighbor on this series, was played by Marques
Houston. Tim Reid and Jackee Harry played two single parents on this show, who are united
following a chance encounter at a clothing store between their adopted children. For 10 points,
name this sitcom about a pair of separated identical twins starring Tia and Tamera Mowry.
ANSWER: Sister, Sister
<Nelson, TV>

